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0 of 0 review helpful I surely highly recommend the book because I have most of the authors By Customer I ve just 
started reading this book and I cant put it down I am both fearful while reading it because I know evil is real and 
excited because of who Jesus Christ our Lord is He is Lord and God and has already defeated satan this book is very 
hard to put down and I will give an update to my review once I m done Contact with the Archons promises psychic 
powers but when Ken Inman rejects the paranormal Carla Bertelli a journalist is torn between her love for Ken and her 
disbelief in his theory that the Archons are demons ldquo I couldn rsquo t put this book down Dave Hunt does a 
wonderful job with this fictional book originally written as a screenplay It presents some fascinating factual ideas 
within a fictional setting The explanation Dave Hunt provides for UFOs and 
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